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1. INTRODUCTION 
A version of the classical occupancy problem may be formulated as follows: 
Suppose we have a population consisting of n categories of objects in equal 
proportion. At each trial, we pick an object at random and note its category 
and return it to the population. Let V, denote the number of categories 
observed after Y independent trials. We have V, = 1 and 1 < V, < II. It is 
well known (David and Barton [I], Erdos and Renyi [2], Feller [3], Harris [5], 
Jordan [6], Sevastynov and Chistyakov [9]) that the probability of observingj 
categories in Y independent trials is given by 
wr =il = (;) to (- 1)” (3 (j - ow 
= 0 ; Ayoy/n’ 
n = 0 i” ! a,j/n~, j : 1, 2 ,..., n
where Aj(O’) denotes the jth difference of the rth power and grj denotes the 
Stirling number of the second kind. 
A slightly more general problem would be to find the probability that j 
categories are observed in Y independent trials, when we have already observed 
i categories. The classical problem will be a special case of this when i = 0. 
* Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract 
with the Union Carbide Corporation. 
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We will imbed an absorbing Markov chain in the problem to obtain the 
required probability. 
We consider the problem in a more general setting. Let us suppose that 
we have rr categories out of which b (< n) categories are in equal proportion. 
In other words, at each trial et p be the probability that one of the b specified 
categories will be observed. We note that ZJ~ < 1, and the total probability 
of observing one of the unspecified categories (out of n - 6), is 1 - bp. We 
define the state of the Markov chain to be the number of categories observed 
amongst the b specified categories. The state space consists of 0, 1, 2,..., b.
Given that we observed i categories, at the next trial we will be in state i 
with probability 1 - (b - ;)p, and in state (; + 1) with probability (b - i)p. 
The transition probability matrix of this absorbing Markov chain is given by 
p = (PiA i,j=o, I,2 ,*.*> 6,
where 
pii = 1 - (b - i)p, i = 0, 1) 2 ,..., b 
Pi,i+1 = (b - i) P, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b - 1. 
Pi2 = 0 otherwise. 
From the theory of Markov Chains, we know [7], that the rth power of P gives 
the required probabilities. 
2. PROPERTIES OF BIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
Since P is an upper bidiagonal matrix with distinct diagonal elements we 
consider the rth power of more general bidiagonal matrices. Let Q = (qij) be 
such a (b + 1) x (b + 1) bidiagonal matrix, with 
qii = % , i = 0, I ) 2 ,...) b 
4i,i+1 = &,I Y i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (b- 1) 
!?i.i = 0 otherwise. 
It turns out that we can express the general term of Qr in terms of divided 
differences; we will now introduce the following notation. Let 
f[uJ =f(u) = a’ 
In this notation one can prove the following 
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LEMMA 2.1. 
or = (q!“) 23 9 i,j==O,1,2 ,..., b, 
where 
bi+lbt+l 
q!r) z 
3-e bjf[aiai+, .a. a,], forj > i 
23 f[u.] z forj = i 
0 otherwise. 
Since it may be of independent interest, we will give the following 
LEMMA 2.2. 
Q = KDK-I 
where K = (kJ is the upper triangular nonsingular (b + 1) x (b + 1) matrix 
given by 
b&q - ue-,) for j > i 
j=i 
j < i, 
and its inverse K-l = (kij) with 
(- l)j-i fi bt/(ud - ui) forj > i 
kii = t=i+l 
1 j=i 
0 j<i 
and D is the diagonal matrix with di, = ai , i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b.
Next, we give the spectral decomposition of the matrix Q. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
Q = i&t 44, 
where the (b + 1) x (b + 1) matrix 
z(ad) = (zf), i,j=O,1,2 ,..., b 
with 
& bs/sg+l(ac - a,) for i < 8 <j with i # 
(0 zij = 
1 
0 or e<i or i=j#d. 
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In the next lemma, we give the inverse of the matrix Q. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
Q-1 = (qij; i, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b)
where 
(- 1y+j (l/4) fi (hi%), j>i 
p = 
s=i+l 
I/% 7 j=i 
0, j < i. 
3. THE REQUIRED PROBABILITY 
Now, we can specialize the result of Lemma 2.1 to the case, where 
ai = 1 - (b - i)p, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b 
and 
&=(b-ii+ l)p, i = 1, 2 ,..., b.
Then we will have 
where 
P’ = [p;;‘), i,j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b 
+i(b - i) (6 - i - 1) **a (b -j - 1) 
xf[{l - (b - i)P}{l - (b - i - I)p} a*. (1 - (b - j)p}] 
*I;) = forj > i 
forj = i 
otherwise, 
where the divided differences are defined in the previous section. It is known 
[8] that the divided differences can be expressed in terms of forward dif- 
ferences with increment p; 
P W@) =fk + PI -f@h 
and 
P”4”fM = go (- I>,-$ (“t)f@ + tP)- 
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Using the relation between the divided differences and the difference operator 
(Norlund [S]), we have for j > i, 
From the definition of d,“, it will now follow that 
pj;’ = (;. 1;) Z” (- l)j-i-t (j ; i) [l - (b - i)p + tp]’ forj > i. 
In the above representation for pji’ we can also include the case j = i. 
Thus we have shown, if we have a population of n categories of which b (< n) 
categories are in equal proportion p, and initially we have observed i of these, 
then the probability of finding j - i additional different categories among 
these (in equal proportion) in r trials is given by 
#~$=i~~j)~~~(-l)/[j~~)[l-(b-j+C)p]’ for j 3 i. 
Since P is a row stochastic matrix, we know apriori that P' is also a row 
stochastic matrix; and hence 
for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b.
4. CONNECTION WITH THE WORK OF SOBEL AND HARKNESS 
In this section, we shall reformulate the problem and find the relation to 
the work of Sobel [lo] and Harkness [4]. Since we are given that amongst the 
b categories in equal proportion p, we have initially observed i categories, we
may let m = b - i and ask for the probability PJr, m, n) of observing 
y = j - i additional categories in Y trials. At each trial we observe a new 
category with probability v = (b - i) p. 
Sobel [lo] considered the following problem. Suppose I independent 
observations are taken on a multinomial distribution with rz cells having 
probabilities pi (i = 1, 2,..., n), with xFz1 p, = 1. A subset of size b 
(1 < b < c) of the cells are colored blue; we assume they are the first b cells. 
The jth cell cj is called crowded if it has at least tj observations in it 
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(1 < tj < r; j = 1, 2,..., b). Then he found the cuth factorial moment of the 
number Rt of crowded blue cells; t = (tr , t, ,,.., tJ. For the special case, 
pi = p and ti = t, for i = 1, 2 ,..., b using the inclusion-exclusion principle, 
he showed that the distribution of R, = R, is given by 
LEMMA 4.1. 
P[R, =j] = (;) Ig (- l>” (” ,3 I,“‘“‘(;; r)
where 
= (- 1)*-j (3 Ll”+I~‘(l; r) j , forj = 0, 1,2 ,..., b 
CT=3 
ml; r) = 4i.D (.,., .(I, 1,-v 1, r -j + 1) 
We note that P[R, = j] = p$ and point out the need to extend the results 
of Sobel [lo], when we have initially i crowded blue cells. 
The oath factorial moment of RI is given by 
E[RI”‘] = b(b - 1) ..a (b - (Y + 1)12)(1; r). 
Thus the first wo factorial moments are given by 
E[R,] = bl;‘( 1; Y) = 6r j,” (1 - x)+-l dx 
= b[l - (1 -py-J. 
E[R?)] = E[R,(R, - l)] 
= b(b - l)Q’(l; r) 
= 46 -1) p ”2)! zJ ss p(I -x1 -x2)+2dx1dx2 o o
= b(b - 1) [I - 2(1 -p)’ + (1 -2P)‘]. 
Recently Harkness [4] pointed out that P,(Y, m, rr) as defined in the first part 
of this section, can be obtained by using the method of inclusion and exclu- 
sion as 
P!k9 my4 = (T) go (- 1Y (;) [l -(m -Y +d) +]I 
y = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m.
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Thus we have 
pQ’ E P.-.(r b - i 23 3%) > (b - i)p), b>j>i. 
5. THE FIRST Two MOMENTS OF THE WAITING TIME DISTRIBUTION 
In the generalized classical occupancy problem we now consider the 
number of trials T needed to observe all the specified b categories. Having 
already imbedded an absorbing Markov chain it is relatively easy to study 
the random vector T = [T,, , Tl ,..., TJ where Ti denotes the number of 
trials needed before absorption given that we are in state i initially. The 
moments of Ti depend upon the so called “fundamental matrix”. For this 
problem the fundamental matrix v = (I - Q)-l can be obtained in a closed 
form. Let the transition probability matrix of the absorbing Markov chain be 
1 - bp 0 .*. 0 0 
0 1 -(f- 1)~ (b$p 0 *.a 0 0 
pzzz O 
I 
0 l-(b-22)~ (b-2)p .a* 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 1-P P 
0 0 0 0 0 1  
v R ==o 1’ [  
Using Lemma 2.4, it can be shown that the b x b fundamental matrix 
v = (vi?) i, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b - I is given by 
vij = pb - p)p, 
jai 
, j < i. 
We now invoke the following well known (Kemeny and Snell [7]). 
THEOREM. Let S be an open set of b states and Q be the b x b submatrix of P 
corresponding to these states. Supposing the process starts in state i, then 
(1) the i, j component of v = (I - Q)-l is the mean number of times the 
process in state j before being absorbed; 
(2) the ith component of r = vt is the mean number of steps needed to leave S 
(for absorption) where 5 is the column vector of units; 
(3) the ith component of T2 = (2~ - I) 7 - 71(1 is the variance of the number 
of steps needed to leave S, where rsp denotes the vector whose elements are the 
squares of the corresponding elements of T. 
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In the occupancy problem discussed in Section 1, if we have specified that b 
categories out of n categories are in equal proportion, then vii = l/(6 - j), 
j > i. This shows that the average number of times the process is found in 
state j (3 z) is the same regardless of the number (i) of categories initially 
specified. From an intuitive point of view this is reasonable. We also have 
from the theorem that 
E(Ti)=Ti=[&+b-;f* +a.. ++I]+, 
and 
i = 0, 1,2,... (b - 1) 
var(Ti) = [(6 zi)p - ‘]“+[(b-i2wl)p - 
+ [$ - 1-j 7b-l - 7i2 i = 0, I, 2 ,..., b - 1. 
For the special case i = b - 1, E( Tb-r) = Tb-r = 1 /p and 
var( Tb-l) = cf - 1) Tb--1 - TL1 = cf - I) $ - if)” 
1 1 1-P =---== 
p2 P P2 ’ 
which are the moments of the negative binomial distribution. Given i suc- 
cesses initially, the random variable Ti = Ti,b-i may be regarded as the 
waiting time for b - i more successes, where success corresponds to observing 
any one of the b specified categories with probability p. Following Feller [7] 
we define 
where Ti,, corresponds to the number of trials up to and including the Kth 
success k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., b - i - 1; Ti,, = 1. Thus Xi,k - 1 denotes the num- 
ber of unsuccessful drawings between the Kth and the (k + 1)st successes; 
or in other words, Xiek - 1 denotes the number of failures preceding a first 
success in Bernoulli trials with probability of success equal to (b - i - k)p. 
Thus we have the following representation 
Ti,b-i = Xi.0 + Xi.1 + ... + Xi,b-i-1 
where Xi,s , X,,l ,..., Xi,b--i-l are independent random variables with 
E(Xi,J = l/(b - i - k)p 
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and 
Thus 
var(X& = (1 - (b - i - k)}/(b - i - 12)2p2. 
which agrees with our derivation using the theory of absorbing Markov 
Chains. 
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